2 Figure S1 . (a) SEM image of 1 & 2-s precursor film prepared using x = 0.66. The sample was analysed using EDX at the points shown. Points #1 to #3 correspond to the microcrystals. Point #4 probed the mp-TiO 2 layer containing 0.66MAPbI 3 and 0.34PbI 2 (i.e., 27.0 atomic% Pb 2+ ) according to Scheme 1a. For comparison PbI 2 contains 33 atomic% Pb 2+ .
(b) Table of atomic % values from the points shown in (a). EDX spectra for (c) Point # 1 and (d) Point #4. These data show that microcrystals (with nanocrystals at the surface) were Pb 2+ rich compared to theory (27.0 mol.%) and Point #4. The inset for (a) shows the analyser (A) and polariser (P) directions used. The legend shows the values for x used for the preparation of the films. The architecture of the device used for these experiments is also shown. 
